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Sade’ Miller has simultaneously asserted herself as successful entrepreneur and sought-after music industry
executive. She owns, operates, and runs Sade Styles: Beauty Supply & Braid Lounge in Los Angeles. At the same time,
she serves as West Coast Lead – Artist Relations at The Purple Agency where she handles PR for A-list to up-and-
coming artists and television personalities, such as Hitmaka, LaTocha Scott, Jade Novah, & more.. A tirelessly
constant hustle enables her to excel at the highest level in every arena. Along the way, her career has notably been
chronicled by Homegrown Radio, Sheen Magazine, SHOUTOUT LA, Bombshell By Bleu,  & more. She now adds author
to her diverse scope of talents, penning her literary  “New Growth: A Journey Towards Wellness & Self-Worth."

#1 Amazon New Release in "Self-Help Abuse" & Category & Top 100 Best Sellers List 

 "This book has been written with people who are ready to release the shackles of their past, heal their
childhood wounds, discover purpose and live fulfilled lives in mind. In this book I am going to teach you
how to have hard conversations in your life, unlearn self-sabotaging behaviors, turn your pain into
purpose, prioritize and normalize self-care, recognize opportunities, and create a new narrative for your
life…one that involves faith, joy, love, adventure and peace. This book is a transparent and honest guide
to help you let go of hurt, embrace hope and make room for New Growth!"

SADE STYLES: BEAUTY
SUPPLY & BRAID LOUNGE

Sade Styles: Beauty Supply & Braid Lounge is a natural braid salon
dedicated to all things wellness. We are a team of braiders servicing
clients that are looking to protect their hair while looking good at the
same time! We each have an average of 10+ years in the business,

constantly looking for ways to change the stigma of your average
braider.PR
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